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New Living Preferences Drive Apartment Features

In what way is the burgeoning multifamily boom a reflection of new living  
preferences for young and old? 

GenX and GenY renters don’t want to be tied to a mortgage, like their parents, 
especially after seeing friends and family face foreclosures. They also want  
the perceived flexibility that comes with a lease.  They will live in a smaller 
space in exchange for lifestyle benefits, such as living in urban areas, close 
to restaurants, recreation and transportation. Multifamily communities often 
offer clubhouses, social events, pet parks and other places to gather without 
going far—like social interaction on the renter’s individual terms. 

Multifamily is also well-suited for older generations, like the baby boomers,  
whose hips, knees and joints don’t feel as good as they used to. Generally 
speaking, apartments are built to a higher standard of accessibility, and even 
if not, landlords will help with reasonable modifications to make apartment 
homes more accessible. Having neighbors close by, living in a location at 
which you don’t have to drive to survive, having secured access buildings, 
these are a response to the needs of the aging boomers.  

What are examples of apartment living innovations? 

In part, it’s not about the innovations, it’s the conveniences. For example,  
the typical apartment community receives around 100 packages per week for 
residents, a number which can double during the holidays. What would resi-
dents do if property managers didn’t receive those packages for them? Renters 
also count on managers to perform routine and urgent repairs when needed 
inside apartment homes. Residents don’t have to take time off work to wait 
around for a repairman or pay extra for the repairs.  

That said, multifamily developers are maximizing the use of common areas,  
making them an extension of the apartment home’s living space, creating seating areas, hotspots, fire pits, pet walking spots.  
Amenities are more creative, such as a community that has a private bowling alley in the building, another with a rooftop pool  
and bar, still others with outdoor movie theaters, virtual golf, fitness and spa facilities that are right on site, personal trainers,  
Zumba and kick-boxing.  

Inside apartment homes, renters are getting more customization, design and functionality. Being environmentally green is now 
expected, and at no additional rent. Innovations start at the front door, with “smart locks,” that vary from fingerprint access to being 
controlled by a smart phone app. Want your air conditioning turned down before you get home? There’s an app for that! It’s become 
easy to automate apartment homes so lights, temperature, alarm systems and more can be remotely adjusted. Apartments might  
have USB charging outlets, to iPod docks that tie to built-in speakers, to bath fans that are motion-sensitive and come on automati-
cally when you enter the bathroom. Multifamily developers are varying design, too. Within a few city blocks you can find apartment 
homes with countertop surfaces out of quartz, granite, concrete, and new designs of Formica. Flooring finishes vary, with hardwoods, 
bamboo, ceramic tile, carpet and vinyl plank. Landlords differentiate to compete, and renters reap the benefit of greater choices. 

How do you think apartment living is shaping the way people will “dwell” in the future?

Apartment living is on the rise, with over a third of the U.S. population renting. Apartment dwellers live in close contiguity and share 
walls. Property managers will have to work closely with residents, implementing policies that help neighbors “play well together.” 
Hopefully the result will be a return to greater civility. It should also push developers to be more proactive, spending money on 
features such as improved sound attenuation, designs that prohibit smells from traveling between units, and a greater focus on the 
impact of people living in close quarters. 

Q&A with Mary Gwyn, CPM, Chief Innovator, Apartment Dynamics

Gwyn advises apartment owners on marketing, occupancy and income improvement. Visit www.AptDynamics.com.


